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the songs on blue are some of my most personal and some of my most embarrassing. from the first
line, "i hate you," theyre not pleasant. if you hate someone, then why do you sing about them? these
songs are about the demons i had to fight as a child. i was scared to be seen as a girl, because i was
a tomboy. theyre about my parents and my fathers violent temper. theyre about not fitting in, about
my mother being a source of pain for me. i grew up in a family where physical abuse was the norm. i
was raised by a woman with a strong personality who took great pride in her appearance. she was
always happy and smiling, and i never felt like she cared about me. she would say to me, youre so
ugly. she was everything i wasnt. that was the price i paid for living with her. in the end, i had to
leave home because i couldnt tolerate her anymore. im glad i got it out, because i wasnt strong
enough to stand up to her. im glad i started singing about it, so that i could exorcise it. i wasnt

scared of her, but i was scared of her knowing about it. this was the price i paid for growing up in a
violent home. i'm loving the new album now. i think i'm one of the few that is not being dissuaded by
the 1980s. it's got a timeless quality to it that i love. it's so sad, though. i hope she is doing ok. the
world is a much different place now than it was when she was growing up. i don't know if she can

relate. throughout the album, joni mitchell delivers a series of intimate and stunning portraits. on do
i stay or do i go, she explores a woman who's lost her husband, and it's one of the most tender love

songs ever written.
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after i'd done that project, i got to work on joni's the hissing of summer lawns. i also worked on joni's
the hissing of summer lawns live, released in 1990. i worked on joni's the hissing of summer lawns
live, and i am very proud of that album. i can't say i was as involved with that project as i was with
joni's blue, because i had a lot of other things going on. but i was very proud of that album. i'm a
huge joni mitchell fan, and i'm a huge joni mitchell fan. she's one of the best singers in the world.

and i think she's one of the best songwriters in the world. i was working with amazing people. i was
working with ronnie foster, a great saxophonist. i was working with stephen bruton, a great piano
player. i was working with fred lipsius, a great bass player. i was working with bob wray, who's a

genius organ player. we were working on albums like eight miles high, which was a big jazz album
from john coltrane, wynton marsalis, eric dolphy, and we were working on my version of joni's "both

sides now". i think you'll like what i did on that album. i worked on both albums together, and we
were doing real good. we were working on a lot of classic jazz albums, and albums from the forties

and fifties. i really got to work with all of these guys. ronnie foster, he's a friend of mine, he's a good
friend of mine. he was working with george benson, and he was working with steve grossman. he

was working with all these guys. i'm a huge joni mitchell fan, and i'm a huge joni mitchell fan. she's
one of the best singers in the world. and i think she's one of the best songwriters in the world. i was
working with amazing people. i was working with ronnie foster, a great saxophonist. i was working

with stephen bruton, a great piano player. i was working with fred lipsius, a great bass player.
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